An alteration in plant phenotypes assisted by their responses to the environmental stimuli (=tropism) has been fundamental to understand the "plant sensitivity" that plays a crucial role in plants' adaptive success. Plants succeed through the deployment of moderators controlling polar auxin-transport determining organ bending. Stimulus-specific effectors can be synthesized by the outer peripheral cells at the bending sites where they target highly conserved cellular processes and potentially persuade the plant sensitivity at large. Remarkably, the peripheral cells require different time-intervals to achieve the threshold expression-levels of stimulus-specific molecular responders. After stimulus perception, tropic curvatures (especially at growing root-apices) are duly coordinated via integrated chemical and electrical signalling which is the key to cellular communications. Thus, the acquired phenotypic alterations are the perplexed outcome of plant's developmental pace, complemented by the sensitivity. A novel aspect of this study is to advance our understanding of plant developmental-programming and the extent of plant-sensitivity, determining the plant growth and their future applications.
Introduction
It is believed that plant species have evolved in response to the natural selection and subsequently diversified to different climatic conditions. In this process, certain genetic and epigenetic components were selected and largely inherited by their descendants, thus delineating the species developmental silhouette. Since plant species had predominantly evolved sessile in their origins, they do respond to the varying external atmosphere by their altered growth patterns. Such changes in growth patterns are the result of the plant's response to environmental stimuli, which are indeed one of many plant responses to environmental stimuli, colloquially known as the "tropic movements". This phenomenon directly or indirectly endorses the survival of a species under natural selection, and therefore plays a crucial role in the plants' adaptive diversification. In a natural environment, plants face a variety of revelations such as light, gravity, heat, water, mechanical obstacles and others. In result, they do respond to such exposures for better subsistence while maintaining their developmental rhythm. Plants do synchronize with several molecular responders; these are required for natural growth and development. These molecules have evolved for sensing the external stimuli and establishing a fine balance between the innate developmental pace of a plant and modulation in the re-programming of adaptation. In result, cells show altered growth patterns attributed to the plant tropism. Genomic response to the perceived stimuli has been proportional to the endogenous hormonal levels, especially auxin concentrations that largely vary across cellular panels.
The hormonal manipulation of the cells specialized with perceived stimulus is oriented to light [1] ; touch [2] ; gravity [3] , and water [4] . However, limited knowledge is available on how the genetic portions accountable for specific auxin-responsive elements show their elevated expression in correlation to the environmental clues, particularly those that might be presumed to have developmental implications, such as directed organ bending? The focus of this review is to synopsize the current information of "plant tropic movements" to understand the regulation of developmentally dynamic plant sensitivity to hormone and environmental signals, and to establish an association connecting developmental programming and the extent of plant sensitivity that should augment the future research of plant tropism and plant sensory biology.
Implications of Anisotropic Cellular Expansion in Plant Tropism
Usually, plant cells have relatively rigid cell walls that are tightly joined to the adjacent cell walls maintaining the tissue integrity. The growing plant cells have been assumed to be hyper-rectangles with a defined aspect ratio of the longest side to the shortest side.
The well-described developmental pace of plant cells is usually proportional to the acquired cell aspect ratios. This is majorly dependent upon the cell division and their arrangement, thus controlling the cellular geometry during development [5] . Based on the selection of cell division planes, Hofmeister [6] proposed the symmetric cell division largely adopted by the growing cells, which insert the newly developed cell wall at the right angle to the axis. On the contrary, the most efficient cell division could be the formation of the shortest wall during cytokinesis generating two unequal daughter cells, as reviewed by Prusinkiewicz and Runions [29] . This variability in the theory of symmetric cell division had introduced another algorithm of asymmetric expansion of plant cells, especially peripheral or anticlinal cells, primarily postulated in relation to the principal directions of growth (PDGs) [7] [8]. In phototropism, under the influence of phyto-regulators and supported by the concerned influx and efflux carrier proteins, for example, PIN and LAX proteins, these PDGs produce three-dimensional celldeformations for the directional curvature of organs [9] .
Such high variability in the dissecting planes may be accounted for random and shortest planes during cytokinesis and might not necessarily follow the rule of symmetric cell division. This novel concept of asymmetric cell division has certainly trans- Peaucelle et al. [28] profoundly examined the stimulation of cellular asymmetry in the anticlinal walls of growing Arabidopsis hypocotyls by pectin de-methylestrification and microtubule orientation. Authors have focussed on a remarkable outlook of growth symmetry breaking during hypocotyl development and re-orientation of microtubules, which in result transform the isotropic growth into anisotropic growth. Such tropicconversion is a discrete phenomenon that may have led to altered cellular aspect ratio and accelerating the developmental pace. Consequently, Peaucelle et al. [28] identified the requirement of such breaking in the symmetry for acquiring anisotropy during cellular expansion. An example of prompt and noticeable plant anisotropy is the root geotropism under the influence of gravitational force. In theory, such asymmetric cellular expansion during gravitropism may be directed by the applied mechanical stresses on the growing cells, mainly through the differential distribution of phyto-morphogens [10] . However, breaking growth symmetry would not be directly linked to the axis growth and developmental pace, which is substantially contributed by the reorientation of cortical microtubules. In the root meristematic tissues, the microtubules get more organized in the vertical orientation of axis with the increased distance from the apicaltip [11] . However, is the alignment of cortical microtubules on the root axis necessary for positive gravitropism? Mutational analysis of BOTERO1 (Bot1) locus which is responsible for anisotropic growth in non-apical meristematic cells showed that Bot1 roots grow under positive gravitropism indicating for the non-significant contribution of ordered cortical microtubules at least in root gravotropism [11] . The developmental pace may get tremendous alterations because the cellular exhibition of the degree of sensitivity at temporal scale determines the future organ development.
Notwithstanding striking discoveries, little is explicit about which of the external stimulus does perturb the developmental pace utmost. Alternatively, what is the degree of plant sensitivity in a manifested environment that is notably manipulates directional growth and cell aspect ratio? Sensitivity driven alterations in the growth pattern usually tend to create tension on the integrated cell wall network. The molecular determinants of anisotropic growth during root gravitropism regulate vesicular trafficking between cellular compartments during the formation of a root-wave by clockwise and anticlockwise curvatures. This important phenomenon is regulated by RHD3 gene, as loss-of-function mutation of the rhd3 gene showed suppression of epidermal cell file rotation, root waving and skewing which are extremely vital events for root gravotropism [12] . Similarly, MLO4 gene predominantly expressed in the tips of growing roots of Arabidopsis and regulate root expansion under thigmotropism [13] . Thus, various site-specific molecular determinants may regulate the bending of target organs, such as roots or stem under a tropic movement (Figure 1 
Auxin Concentration Gradient: Polar Transport or Localized Over-Production
The primer article by Gilroy [34] profoundly emphasized the extraordinarily complex mechanism of plant tropism. The implications of this study are to understand the role of auxin in perceiving the stimuli, and its movement during tropic conversion. Notably, there is an asymmetric flow of auxin among cells usually from inner peripheral layer to the outer peripheral layer and across the direction of organ bending ( Figure 1(b) ).
Therefore, the mechanism of plant tropism is itself sporadic, and potentially persuades the plant sensitivity at large. It also provides a fascinating advancement of our understanding of the potential regulation of auxin movement through pH-dependent cellular partitioning, coupled with several uptake transporters and efflux transporters. However, it could be further envisaged for several ensuing experiments using state-of-theart methodologies, for example, performing gene expression and localization analyses of auxin sensors and transporters that are putatively involved in the lateral movement of auxin. It would reveal the precise quotient and interval during the plant's response to the stimuli, and how it varies across stimuli. Kwon et al. [14] used this approach in Arabidopsis to demonstrate the increased expression of MYBH transcription factor and increased auxin biosynthesis during hypocotyl elongation in no light condition. The MYBH transcription factors are highly responsive to the environmental cues, especially to photo-conditions as the mybh mutant lines did not show any differences in the hypocotyl length compared to the wild type in continuous light condition [14] .
Besides having multiple roles in various developmental processes, auxin is essential to trigger the plant sensitivity in response to environmental stimuli. Nevertheless, an intriguing question endures whether only auxin transport ensues across layers of a stem or root underlying development or bending. Is auxin transport alone sufficient for supporting organ development or organ-specific tropic responses? On the other hand, is there a peripheral layer-specific increase in the auxin biosynthesis in parallel to auxin transport? For example, during normal root development, auxin is synthesized in the shoot-tips and polarly transported to the root tissues. This process generates the dynamic auxin-gradient across cell layers that is responsible for the plant development
[15] [16] . The asymmetric downward distribution of IAA results into the gravitropic curvature of coleoptile growth by the regulation of auxin signaling pathways [17] . Chen
et al. [18] identified a group of genes through mutant analyses, which regulate auxin biosynthesis in the developing root cells. However, over expression of these auxin biosynthetic genes did not rescue the mutant defects in roots. From a developmental perspective, it is interesting to note that only auxin transport from shoots to roots is not sufficient for supporting normal root development, especially for desired tropic movements, but also requires assistance from localized auxin over-production [17] [18] .
Moreover, exploring the specific functions and mechanisms of cellular diffusion of auxin by its sensors and transporters, further insight into the localized production of auxin in the peripheral cells because of plant sensitivity is probably unexplored. Presently, our understanding of the localized production of auxin in the anticlinal cells remains elusive, which could now be, achieved with the advent of genomics era using global approaches such as NGS platforms. By using outer and inner peripheral cells as tissues, these platforms would identify differential expression analyses of all genes involved in organ bending because of plant sensitivity. However, targeting the peripheral cells for gene expression analysis underlying responses to any particular stimulus might be challenging. Innovative technologies for harvesting the cellular layers, such as laser micro-dissections of both outer and inner peripheral layers could be of remarkable evidence.
Pre-and Post-Polar Auxin Transport Intervals
Now, it is widely assumed that anisotropic growth of an organ is due to uneven distribution of auxin across cellular layers termed as polar auxin transport (PAT). The PAT is unidirectional, firmly controlled, and largely dependent on the presence of efflux carriers across plasma membrane for auxin trafficking [19] (Figure 2 Table 1 .
Polar Auxin Transport and Plant Sensory System
During normal root growth in soil, the robust and reproducible apical root cap protects the tender meristematic cells from the mechanical injuries. Nevertheless, root cap is the most sensitive sensory organ of plant system, transmitting signals promptly to the subapical "transition zone". In result, it regulates cell polarity and tropic movements of roots sensing the gravity, light, water or nutritional components [43] . . Simultaneously, plant-specific PIN proteins also regulate PAT [55] [56] which is essential for plant growth [20] , and plant tropism by sensory-motor integrations [45] [55] [56] . Amongst numerous PIN proteins expressed in the roots, PIN2 plays a key role in the root gravitropism through regulation of auxin flow in synapses formed in the transition zone of root apices as the pin2 mutant shows no bending at the transition zone during an external stimulus [45] . The novel concept of a cell-to-cell communications in plants through synapses formation resembles the immunological synapses characterized in the animal system. These plant molecules are analogous to the neuronal molecules in animals and considered to constitute neuronal synapses, for example, the resemblance of growing root hairs with neuronal axons and Spastic Paraplegias [45] [57]; and evolution of plant synapses in response to a filamentous fungal pathogen or other parasitic attack [43] .
A research focus by Baluska et al. (2010) proposed an emerging concept of PAT by neurotransmitter-like secretion of auxin via plasma membrane vesicle trafficking at the root apices [44] . The synapse formation at the base of the transition zone of the root apex in the course of gravitropism directs neurotransmitter-like mode of auxin transport through the process of vesicle recycling. Notably, the neurotransmitter molecules in the animal system and auxin molecules in the regulation of root architecture are conserved analogous tryptophan-derivatives [58] . It has advanced our knowledge of auxin molecules beyond their conventional role as phytohormone in plant growth as neurotransmitter-like molecule based on its biochemical nature and actions as a morphogen in plant morphogenesis and cell to cell transport [59] . The latter has high resemblance with the neurotransmitter-based cellular interaction and transmission through vesicular trafficking at synapses [60] . In tropic movements, especially in gravitropism and phototropism, however, the direction and sensitivity of PAT to various stimuli is essential for anisotropic cellular expansion [61] [63] . For instance, tangential transportation of auxin molecules through PIN, AUX1, WAT1 ABCB1 and ABCB19 channels leads to organ-bending (root or stem). In response to a stimulus, PAT is generally enhanced, but some ambiguity persists in the enormity of native auxin production by the anticlinal cells during stimulus-response system. Therefore, notwithstanding the discrepancies in the plant sensitivity, it is apparent that stimulus-specific key effector molecules or processes are conserved and may provide avenues for future plant developmental biology.
Further, to understand the intricacies of plant sensitivity, it will be essential to explore the molecular basis of the cellular sensing mechanism. The plasma membrane may be the site of action for perceiving the methodically characterized AUX1 influx carriers, PIN efflux carriers, and P-GLYCOPROTEIN transporters. Different stimulusresponse systems have defined key factors responsible for downstream functions, thus regulating plant developmental machinery to embellish growth [21] . As approved by mutant analyses in phototropism, spatial expression analyses of PHOT1 and PHOT2 paralogous proteins in collaboration with RPT2-NPH3 heterodimer elicit complex signaling events in the acquisition of phototropic stimulus-response [22] . Moreover, these molecules in association with PIN protein-channels establish an auxin-gradient in the peripheral cells that maneuver anisotropic growth of the target tissue. Genetic factors such as TCH family genes, Ca 2+ and others are involved in the regulation of substrate phosphorylation events, reorientation of PIN family of auxin efflux regulators [23] , and eliciting and amplifying the stimulus causing cell wall loosening and cell elongation [24] . Thigmotropism is closely related with gravitropism especially in root tissues and performs their functions/mechanisms in concordance [64] .
Interestingly, plant sensitivity in gravitropism is reliant upon gravitational set-point angle (GPSA) which helps in sensing and maintaining gravitropism during plant growth [31] . In roots, altered pH of cellular milieu through proton fluxes, rearrange- 
Developmental Programming versus Magnitude of Plant Sensitivity
Evidently, there are certain cell signalling molecules that actively respond to the external stimuli, thus controlling the majority of cellular processes. It would be remarkable to determine if the level of intensity of a stimulus is directly proportional to the executive cellular machinery for tropic movement and further to adaptation? Notably, the aerial parts of plants respond to the light promptly and bend towards the light source.
For example, hypocotyl tissues grow faster in the dark conditions than seedlings growing in the light; and plants do grow differently in thigmotropism by escaping the mechanical obstacles. Hence, the acquired phenotypic alterations are the perplexed outcome of plant's developmental pace, supplemented with its response to the external stimuli ( Figure 3) . However, the time taken from a plant to respond to any particular stimulus may vary largely depending upon the type of molecular responders produced in the cell while responding to a stimulus. Selective signaling molecules show expression alterations or are amplified to receive external signals contributing to the organ elongation or bending. For example, TCH4 is abundantly expressed within 30 minutes on the acquisition of touch stimulation but sharply declines afterward [2] . Cytoplasmic H + ion concentration and pH change are evident within minutes of the gravitropic responses [31] . However, in phototropism, it takes at least 48 -72 hours for molecular effectors before they could respond at the phenotypic level that may contribute to the growth and development.
Is the magnitude of an external stimulus or plant's response to the perceived stimulus, or both, deciding factors to amend the inherited developmental programming of a 
